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1. INTRODUCTION
Focused crawling is the act of examining a collection of
hyperlinked documents (i.e. the Web) to find out those that
are about a certain topic ([2, 1]). In contrast, general (unrestricted) crawling examines the whole collection, gathering
some information (keywords) about each document.
Here we report on our experiences building a focused crawler
as part of a larger project. The National Surface Treatment Center (NSTCenter) is an organization run for the
U.S. Navy by Innovative Productivity Inc. (IPI) a nonprofit company that provides novel technology-enhanced services and solutions for National Defense, business, and work
force customers. The NSTCenter web site was created with
the goal to become a premier forum for Navy officers, independent consultants, researchers and companies offering
products and/or services involved in the process of servicing
Navy ships. In order to help generate content, we developed
a focused web crawler that searched the web for information relevant to the NSTCenter. The team has developed a
crawling system that achieves significant precision.
Focused crawling has attracted considerable attention recently ([1, 4, 5, 2, 3, 6]). Most methods use primarily link
structure to identify pages about a topic, or combine several measures from text analysis and link analysis to better
characterize the page. [5] proposes a method similar to the
one used here, in that a knowledge structure (an ontology) is
used to identify relevant pages. We use a thesaurus, which
does not have as much information but is much easier to
build and maintain.
Focused crawling on the real web can be extremely difficult for several reasons. First, the concept of topic is not
formal or formalized (and perhaps not formalizable). As a
consequence, the relationship of being about a topic, already
difficult to determine, is even more difficult. Second, on a
networked collection, the network itself is used to determine
page aboutness, on the assumption that a page content can
be partially determined by its network topology. However,
topic drift and other problems make this assumption work
only up to a point. The third difficulty in focused crawling
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is that pages may not be the correct unit of work. There has
been some research on the fact that sometimes a page is too
coarse a unit, while in some cases, pages may be too finegrained. Finally, another important difficulty is the problem
that most web pages are dirty from the point of view of content, that is, they either have no real content or, besides
their main topic, they also contain other information that is
only partially (or not at all) related to that topic.

2.

OUR APPROACH

Our solution involves starting with a simple (but efficient)
IR approach, by looking at pages that have certain words.
To ensure good recall, we use a web search engine with broad
coverage in order to cast a wide net (Google) and then filter
the obtained results in order to improve precision.
The algorithm proceeds in four phases:
Harvesting phase: in this first phase, we gather pages.
As stated, we use Google in order to increase recall, even if
at the cost of precision (later on, we will work on precision
alone by filtering the pages). The result of several searches
in the search engine is used to fill up a queue of pages. First,
we need to choose keywords to start the Google search. Our
heuristic was to use high-level thesauri words -such words
tend to be more general and hence increment recall. However, we found out that some care was needed to combine
the words. Too many words tend to lower recall on an exponential scale: 2 or 3 words will bring tens of thousands of
pages, 5 or more keywords will only bring hundreds (even
less if some words are technical). Our solution uses a large
number of searches, each one started with only 2 or 3 words,
and then picks only the top n pages from each search. Besides Google, we use two other sources of information, two
dynamically maintained lists, one of sites and one of hubs
(see later for the maintenance strategy).
Pre-processing phase: in this second phase, we try to
discard non-content pages and duplicate pages. We also
check if a page in the queue is already in our database.
This is due to the fact that we expect this search to be
run regularly, and therefore we expect many pages to be
retrieved that are already known to the system. It is a
serious challenge to determine whether two pages have the
same content, in order to avoid redundancies in the result.
This issue has also been attacked in previous research, but
only to a limited extent. For now, we simply use the URL
and date-last-modified to check if we are revisiting exactly
the same page and there have been no changes since the
last time. A checksum on the text is also used to detect
two pages that are verbatim copies of each other; however,

highly related pages pass this test. Also at this point, we
get rid of forums and blogs. The decision to do so was taken
given our need for authoritative sources. Detecting blogs
and forums is done through an extremely simple test: we
simply check if the string “forum” or “blog” are present in
the page’s URL. While this is trivial, it happens to work
surprisingly well. Detecting hubs, on the other hand, turns
out to be a daunting task due to the issues with page content
and presentation mentioned above. Currently, we count the
number of links to an external site in the page and divide by
the number of words in the page after taking away all HTML
(including the anchors themselves) and any stopwords (in an
IR sense).
Filtering phase: in the third phase, we decide whether
a given page is about our topic. We start by cleaning up
the page (creating a text-only version). The core of our
algorithm is the comparison of the page’s text with the thesaurus. We carefully edited a thesaurus and match words
in it against words in a page. We structured the domain
after interviews with domain experts and review of relevant
material. Once a basic structure was agreed upon, it was
“coerced” into the thesaurus. The coercion was needed because most thesauri support only some basic functionality
(relations), while the domain (like most domains) required
more fine-grained divisions. For instance, since our general
theme (corrosion on ships) was quite wide, we divided it
into aspects or facets, a basic idea borrowed from Information Science. Thus, we divided the topic into areas like ships
(the subject), methods (used in combating corrosion), materials (used by those methods), people (involved in some
aspect on the task: chemical engineers, consultants, etc.),
organizations (makers of products, providers of personnel,
or otherwise involved in the effort). As a result, the thesaurus was structured as a forest or list of trees. Each tree
corresponds to a facet and contains a taxonomy inside; since
each tree has topic coherence (that is, all the words under the
root are closely related), we identified a topic (or subtopic)
with one such tree in the thesaurus. For the matching process, we noticed that, since our topic was quite wide, most
pages would only match a small percentage of the words in
the thesaurus. Therefore, we weighted the matches according to some simple heuristics. First, each page was matched
against each thesaurus subtree representing a facet (topic)
separately, and a score obtained for each such match. Second, frequency of words was not counted heavily, but diversity of words was. Third, words in lower levels of the
thesaurus were given higher weight than words at the higher
level, due to the fact that they usually are narrower in scope.
Finally, the matching process was slightly modified by the
addition of negative words and expressions (n-grams), words
and expressions that we did want to avoid. Finally, we round
up the score of a page by using its URL and links to it. For
links to the page, we score an anchor window against the
thesaurus; for a URL, we build a list of individual words,
disregard the site name and score the remaining words. We
point out that we expanded the thesaurus with numerous
entries, especially proper nouns, obtained from documents,
already captured web pages, and other sources.
Post-processing phase: on the final phase, we update our
list of hubs and sites by counting, for each hub or site, the
number of pages found to be relevant. If the number was
above a threshold, we kept the hub or site; otherwise, we
disregarded it.

Experimental Evaluation: the standard measures of evaluation for a web crawler are the ideas of precision and recall.
However, it is very difficult to assess either one on the Web.
Instead, we analyzed our Google-relative recall as follows:
we ran additional searches on Google to bring more pages
to the program. For each search, we run our program in the
same way and inspected the final results. We found out that
there was a plateau on the number of relevant pages after a
certain number of searches (i.e. more searches did not bring
more relevant material). With respect to precision, we resorted to the same methods as previous IR research: we used
human subjects to judge the quality of our search. On an
experiment with 4 volunteers and a random sample of pages,
the results were highly encouraging, with a total precision
of 83%. In contrast, the precision of Google, as measured
by the people in our team, never reached that high (even
in the first page of results), and dropped precipitously after
the first page.

3.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

During our experience designing and building a focused
crawler, we have found that working on real web pages creates an engineering challenge and a conceptual challenge.
On the engineering level, many practical considerations outside the scope of pure research must be tended to. On the
conceptual level, determining if a certain page is about a
given topic quickly leads to deep questions which are difficult to answer: what exactly is a topic? How do we measure
aboutness? In this sense, two important avenues of research
have suggested themselves after this experience. First, it
is important to determine ways to formalize (or at least
approximate) the idea of topic. Second, most approaches
consider the text of a page from an IR perspective, i.e. as
a bag of words. However, there is clearly more to examining a text than this. There are some challenges that simply
cannot be met from this perspective. It is necessary to introduce Information Extraction (IE) and Query Answering
(QA) techniques into web crawling in order to achieve real
relevance. Our future research pursues these two lines of
inquiry.
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